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As  well as accepting credit and gift 

cards, Crossfire can now accept cash at 

your  ball machine without the 

 use of an accumulator board, 

 or an   e-Range reader. 

  

ball dispenser credit card system

NEW

Crossfire accepts all major credit cards as 

well as ETS gift cards*. 

 Gift cards  can be customized with your 

logo, and are free through ETS.

Accept Credit Cards & Gift Cards

Accept Credit Cards, Gift Cards & Cash

PN: 10-9000 KIT

PN: 10-9001 KIT 

Accept Credit Cards, Gift Cards & Cash 

 Right at your Ball Dispenser!

Crossfire is recognized as a leading 

 solution for wireless   credit card, gift 

card and cash acceptance for golf ball 

dispensers.  It installs easily into your 

existing golf ball  dispenser, or it can be 

added to  your  new dispenser . 

 Crossfire allows you to convert any 

single size dispenser to 3 sizes. 

* Must have an e-Range giftcard licence to use ETS giftcards

 With Crossfire, you now have the 

ability to accept Credit cards, ETS 

gift cards  and Cash right at your 

dispenser.    Crossfire  is  PCI complaint 

 giving you quick, secure transactions 

 with the lowest fees, and batch 

deposits every day.

*** $US Paper Currency Validator Not Included ***

Available  

Processors



The Crossfire credit card hardware requires: 

A computer with a high speed internet connection to 'listen' to the credit card reader at the 

ball dispenser 

An unused USB port on the internet connected computer

The ball dispenser must be environmentally protected against direct sunlight, rain and snow

A receipt printer if you wish to print or reprint ball dispenser receipts

A merchant account with ETS  Corporation, Card Connect, or First Data

Line of sight from the  ball dispenser to the internet connected computer is preferred for 

better signal.  Obstructions will reduce the distance from over 2000 feet to less than 500

Site Requirements 

What is needed at the Location?
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Dispenser Requirements 

What is needed  in the dispenser?

120 VAC outlet inside the ball dispenser

A hole cutout - standard size and bolt pattern used by a bill validator (4" x  4.25")

Environmentally clean space inside the dispenser for the additional hardware

Environmentally protected  - dispenser should be in a shed or at least protected from 

direct exposure to the elements, especially direct sunlight

Wireless Limitations 

How far away can the dispenser be?

Effective wireless range differs with each installation depending on obstructions and 

electrical interference.

Clear line of sight from the dispenser to the internet connected computer extends the 

range significantly.

Range is  300 feet with obstructions present.

Range is 1000-2000 feet with limited, or no obstructions.


